Subthalamic high frequency stimulation resets subthalamic firing and reduces abnormal oscillations
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High frequency stimulation (HFS) of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) is a well-established therapeutic approach for the treatment of late-stage Parkinson's disease. Although the underlying cause of this illness remains a mystery, changes in firing rate and synchronized activity in different basal ganglia nuclei have been related to its symptoms. Here we investigated the impact of STN-HFS on firing rate as well as correlated and oscillatory activity in the STN network in 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP)-lesioned non-human primates by using simultaneous extracellular single-unit recordings. STN-HFS reduced (i) the firing rate of STN neurons, (ii) the oscillatory activity at an individual STN neuron level as well as (iii) the correlated and oscillatory activity between pairs of STN neurons, while contralateral rigidity was improved. A detailed analysis showed that the decrease of mean firing rate resulted from the resetting of firing probability to virtually zero by the stimulus pulse. Subsequently, STN neurons resumed their activity after a mean duration of 2.9 ± 0.1 ms and their firing probability returned to baseline values ~7 ms after the onset of the stimulus pulse, the recovery of the firing probability being represented by a sigmoid function. Thus, the overall decrease of the mean firing rate resulted from the repetition of this dynamical process with a frequency of 130 Hz (interstimulus interval ~7.7 ms), allowing the neuron to fire with its baseline firing rate only for a very short period. Although the mechanisms underlying the desynchronization of neuronal activity in the STN network remain unclear, the resetting of STN neuron firing probability by the electrical stimulus would rather be expected to increase oscillatory activity at an individual neuron level as well as correlated and oscillatory activity between pairs of STN neurons. However, assuming the resetting of firing rate to be the consequence of a transient GABAergic inhibition through excitation of presynaptic GABAergic axon terminals, different recovery periods of STN neurons might delay the appearance of synchronized oscillations, particularly if they are not generated locally. In conclusion, our study provides new evidence that STN-HFS decreases oscillatory activity in the STN network and consequently in the entire cortex-basal ganglia-cortex network.
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Introduction

High frequency stimulation (HFS) of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) has been established as a therapeutic approach for the treatment of late-stage Parkinson’s disease improving rigidity, bradykinesia and tremor (Pollak et al., 1993; Limousin et al., 1998; Krack et al., 2003). Although there is growing clinical experience of STN-HFS, its mechanisms of action are not fully understood. Several experimental studies have suggested that STN-HFS reduces the activity of STN neurons (Benazzouz et al., 1993, 2004; Salin et al., 2002; Tai et al., 2003). According to the classical model of basal ganglia function (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990), this inhibition should decrease the activity of the internal segment of the globus pallidus (GPi), the main output nucleus of the basal ganglia, by relieving the GPi from its excitatory glutamatergic subthalamic input and subsequently normalize the disturbed thalamocortical information flow. Interestingly, Hashimoto et al. (2003) observed in 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine (MPTP)-lesioned non-human primates that STN-HFS increases the mean firing rate of GPi neurons and modifies the firing pattern from spontaneously irregular to regular. This suggests that a combination of distinct effects on cell soma and axon might occur at effective stimulation parameters, i.e. STN-HFS might inhibit neuronal activity of the cell soma, while the axon might be excited.

Progress in electrophysiological recordings has allowed the assessment of correlated and oscillatory activity in the basal ganglia network in awake non-human primates (Nini et al., 1995; Raz et al., 2000). In this respect, it has been shown that STN neurons display oscillatory activity at an individual neuron level in MPTP-lesioned non-human primates (Bergman et al., 1994) and that pairs of STN neurons oscillate in phase with limb tremor in Parkinson’s disease patients in the beta frequency band (Levy et al., 2000). Results obtained from recordings of local field potentials and unit activity in human STN, further suggest that increased oscillatory activity in the beta frequency band might be an important feature of the disease (Brown et al., 2001; Williams et al., 2002; Levy et al., 2002a; Brown, 2003; Kühn et al., 2004). Correlated and oscillatory activity have also been demonstrated between pairs of GPi neurons of MPTP-lesioned non-human primates and Parkinson’s disease patients while they were virtually absent in the normal non-human primates (Nini et al., 1995; Raz et al., 2000; Levy et al., 2002b). Consequently, the setting of the basal ganglia network into a dynamical state with excessive correlated and oscillatory activity has been further related to Parkinson’s disease motor symptoms (Bergman et al., 1998; Bar-Gad and Bergman, 2001).

Here we performed for the first time simultaneous extra-cellular single-unit recordings with four individually driven micro-electrodes in the STN network of MPTP-lesioned non-human primates during STN-HFS. The main goals were (i) to determine the impact of STN-HFS on the activity of STN neurons at an individual neuron level and (ii) to test the hypothesis of whether STN-HFS interferes with abnormal correlated and oscillatory activity in the basal ganglia (Bar-Gad and Bergman, 2001; Brown et al., 2001).

Material and methods

Animals

The study was conducted on two female rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta, 2.3 and 4.1 kg) that were housed in a temperature (24 ± 1°C) and humidity (50 ± 5%) controlled facility with a 12 h light-dark cycle (lights on 8:00 a.m.). All experiments were performed during daytime. Food and water were available ad libitum, and a veterinarian skilled in the healthcare and maintenance of non-human primates supervised animal care. Experiments were performed in accordance with European Communities Council Directive of 24 November 1986 (86/609/EEC) and National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. MPTP treatment and the surgical procedure to fix the recording chamber have been extensively described previously (Bezard et al., 2001; Boraud et al., 2001).

The behaviour of both non-human primates was assessed on a parkinsonian non-human primate rating scale (Benazzouz et al., 1995) using videotape recordings of non-human primates as previously described (Boraud et al., 2001; Bezard et al., 2003). This rating scale, shown to be a non-human primate equivalent of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (Imbert et al., 2000) assesses tremor, posture, general activity, vocalization, freezing, rigidity and arm movements. A score of 0 corresponds to a normal animal and a score above 6 to a parkinsonian animal.

The clinical efficacy of STN-HFS was verified by assessing contralateral rigidity during all stimulation sessions. This complies with the surgical procedure in Parkinson’s disease patients, where contralateral rigidity is assessed while stimulating through micro-electrodes of the tracking system to ensure the correct placement of the macro-electrode within STN (Benazzouz et al., 2002; Pollak et al., 2002). The severity of rigidity (0 = none, 1 = mild, 2 = moderate, 3 = severe) was rated as described above by two independent skilled raters that were blinded to the experimental condition.

Recordings and data collection

Recordings were performed in the left STN in both normal and MPTP-lesioned conditions. Single-unit activity was recorded using four individually driven glass-coated tungsten micro-electrodes (impedance 0.5 MΩ at 1 kHz). The micro-electrodes were initially placed in a guide with an inner diameter of 1.3 mm and a score above 6 to a parkinsonian animal.

The severity of rigidity (0 = none, 1 = mild, 2 = moderate, 3 = severe) was rated as described above by two independent skilled raters that were blinded to the experimental condition.

The clinical efficacy of STN-HFS was verified by assessing contralateral rigidity during all stimulation sessions. This complies with the surgical procedure in Parkinson’s disease patients, where contralateral rigidity is assessed while stimulating through micro-electrodes of the tracking system to ensure the correct placement of the macro-electrode within STN (Benazzouz et al., 2002; Pollak et al., 2002). The severity of rigidity (0 = none, 1 = mild, 2 = moderate, 3 = severe) was rated as described above by two independent skilled raters that were blinded to the experimental condition.

Recordings were performed in the left STN in both normal and MPTP-lesioned conditions. Single-unit activity was recorded using four individually driven glass-coated tungsten micro-electrodes (impedance 0.5 MΩ at 1 kHz). The micro-electrodes were initially placed in a guide with an inner diameter of 1.3 mm in a rectangular configuration, i.e. the maximum distance between two electrodes in the horizontal plane was ~1.8 mm. Before starting the recordings, the guide was lowered to a depth of 8 mm below the dura. Subsequently, the electrodes were individually lowered until the typical signal of STN neurons was detected. The maximal distance in the vertical plane was never >2 mm and thus the distance between the tips never exceeded 2.7 mm. The signal of each electrode was first amplified (Multi Channel Processor, Alpha Omega, Nazareth Ilit, Israel) and then bifurcated into two different channels. One channel was filtered (high pass: 300 Hz, low pass: 3 kHz) and sorted online (Multi Spike Detector, Alpha Omega, for details see Raz et al., 2000). Interspike intervals were then stored with 12 kHz sampling rate through alpha map. The other channel was stored as unfiltered raw data for further off-line analysis of the stimulation
 artefact (see below) with a sampling rate of 24 kHz through alpha map. The Multi Spike Detector allowed isolation up to three units from single electrodes. Baseline activity was recorded for at least 10 min and only stable spike trains were further recorded and analysed. In the MPTP-lesioned condition, baseline recordings were followed by STN-HFS as described below.

**STN-HFS**

STN-HFS was performed in the stable parkinsonian condition through one of the four micro-electrodes after recording STN baseline activity as previously reported for Parkinson’s disease patients (Benazzouz et al., 2002). The other three electrodes have been used for recordings during HFS. Extracellular recordings guided the correct placement of the stimulation micro-electrode in the STN. For STN-HFS the following stimulation parameters were applied: frequency 130 Hz, pulse width 60 μs and intensity 100 μA, using a linear stimulus isolator (WPI Instruments, Sarasota, FL, USA). Current intensity was limited to 100 μA due to the physical properties of the stimulus isolator and the risk of tissue damage when using higher current intensities. Each stimulation session included 6 min of recording before stimulation (pre), 6 min of recording during stimulation (HFS) and 9 min of recording after HFS (post1 = 3 min, post2 = 6 min).

**Stimulation artefact**

Alpha Omega’s Multi Spike Detector recognizes action potentials of individual neurons by using a template-matching algorithm. A template can be defined online for each neuron. Proper recognition of individual spike trains by the Multi Spike Detector while performing STN-HFS was verified and confirmed by inspection of digital and analogue raw data of 10 representative neurons with NeuroExplorer (Version 3.124, Nex Technologies, Littleton, MA, USA). In a second approach, the stimulation artefact was subtracted from unfiltered raw data of 10 representative neurons (see further Fig. 1A) as described previously (Tai et al., 2003). A subsequent comparison between unsubtracted and subtracted spike trains resulted in a 98% match.

The duration of total saturation of the recording signal by the stimulation artefact was determined for each neuron from unfiltered analogue recordings and is indicated in the results.

To further determine the temporal relationship between the stimulation artefact and the firing probability, the spike count of each STN neuron was aligned to the onset of the stimulation artefact with a bin width of 0.2 ms, giving a standard peristimulus time histogram (Fig. 1B and C). The spike count of each bin was normalized by the total number of electrical stimuli and the bin size, i.e. the value in each bin represents the mean firing probability in that bin over the entire stimulation period. Results are expressed in spikes/s to allow an easy comparison with baseline values.

**Data analysis**

Off-line analysis included firing rate as well as correlated and oscillatory activity of STN neurons. For this purpose, auto-correlograms (ACs) of spike trains and cross-correlograms (CCs) of pairs of spike trains were assessed for each observation period. To ensure that changes in firing rate did not influence the bandwidth of the detected oscillatory activity of STN neurons, the same number of spikes were taken from pre, HFS, post1 and post2 for the calculation of AC and CC. Thus, the number of analysed spikes of a single neuron was the same for all four experimental conditions, while the number of analysed spikes between different neurons could have been different.

AC: Single-cell oscillatory activity was detected by calculating AC for all recorded spike trains (1000 ms offset with a bin width of 5 ms).
After removing the trough of the refractory period around time 0 in the AC (reducing high-frequency noise) and after subtracting the average firing rate of the cell (reducing DC offset) the calculated power spectra of each AC allowed a 1 Hz resolution in the frequency band between 2 and 100 Hz. For every peak in this range we calculated a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as the difference between the maximum power and the average of the power spectrum between 3 and 30 Hz, divided by the SD of the entire power spectrum (0–100 Hz, in this case) (Lenz et al., 1988). Additionally, an oscillation index (OI) was calculated for all peaks. The OI was defined as the area under the peak, divided by the total power over the whole spectrum (2–100 Hz). A peak in the AC was considered significant if the SNR was >5 and if it had an OI of >15%. In respect to oscillatory activity, we focused on the 4–30 Hz range, since MPTP treatment induces almost exclusively significant oscillations in that frequency band (Bergman et al., 1994). Thus, a neuron was considered oscillatory if a significant peak was found in the power spectrum between 4 and 30 Hz. For neurons with more than one significant peak in the power spectrum, power and frequency of all peaks were assessed and the neuron was considered to be oscillatory in all of these frequencies.

CC: Correlated and synchronized oscillatory activity between neurons was detected by calculating CC of all pairs of spike trains (1000 ms offset with a bin width of 5 ms, centred around the spike). Although the Multi Spike Detector allowed isolation of more than one unit from single electrodes, only pairs that were recorded by different electrodes were analysed to avoid a shadowing effect and artificial correlation (Bar-Gad et al., 2001). We considered pairs of neurons to be correlated if they had (i) a significant peak or trough in their CC or (ii) a significant peak in the power spectrum of their CC. A CC was considered to have a significant peak if there were more than three consecutive bins with a value higher than the baseline firing rate by at least 2.5 SD. Baseline firing rate and SD were estimated using the first and last 250 ms of the CC. The same analysis was repeated to find significant troughs. The power spectra of all CC were calculated after subtracting the mean baseline firing rate of the two assessed neurons (reducing the DC offset). Furthermore, the same analysis as for AC power spectra was applied to CC power spectra to find significant peaks. A pair of STN neurons was considered to have synchronized oscillatory activity in all frequencies that corresponded to significant peaks in the power spectrum.

**Histology**

The recording tracks and the extent of the lesion were verified post-mortem as previously described (Bezard et al., 2001; Boraud et al., 2001) to ensure (i) proper STN targeting while recording and (ii) homogeneous lesioning of the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) in both animals. Briefly, cresyl violet staining was performed on 20 μm coronal sections containing the STN and adjacent structures for the reconstruction of the recording tracks. Mesencephalic sections were processed for tyrosine hydroxylase immunohistochemistry. Cell counts were performed using a computer-based image analyser (Visioscan version 4.12; Biocom, Les Ulis, France). The boundaries of the SNc were chosen on three consecutive sections corresponding to a representative median plane of the SNc by examining the size and shape of the different tyrosine hydroxylase immunoreactive (TH-IR) neuronal groups, cellular relationships to axonal projections, and nearby fibre bundles. The number of TH-IR per SNc representative plane was calculated three times by one examiner blinded with regard to the experimental condition.

Mean cell number per plane and SEM were then calculated. To allow a comparison with the normal condition, control values obtained from five normal animals of our brain bank that were matched for age, sex and weight are also indicated in the results.

**Statistical analysis**

Statistical analysis of firing rate was performed with the Sigma Stat software (Version 2.03; SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA) using a t-test (normal versus MPTP) and a one-way repeated measures ANOVA (comparison between pre, HFS, post1, and post2) followed by post hoc multiple comparisons using the method of Bonferroni. AC and CC were analysed by using χ² tests (normal versus MPTP) and McNemar’s tests (comparison between pre, HFS, post1 and post2). For the comparison of AC and CC with oscillatory activity in the beta frequency band (14–30 Hz), χ² tests or Fisher exact tests were used where appropriate. The mean frequency of oscillating AC and CC was assessed by using t-tests (normal versus MPTP) and one-way ANOVAs (comparison between pre, HFS, post1 and post2). A probability level of 5% (P < 0.05) was considered significant.

The firing rate, the frequency of oscillating AC and CC in addition to the number of TH-IR neurons in the SNc were shown as mean ± SEM. AC as well as CC are presented as percentage of total AC and CC, respectively.

**Results**

The same animals were recorded before (normal condition) and after MPTP treatment. According to a non-human primate rating scale (Benazzouz et al., 1995) both non-human primates were moderately parkinsonian (median MPTP = 9, range 8–10). Immunohistochemistry showed a decrease in the number of TH-IR neurons in the SNc of both non-human primates (150.4 ± 21.9) in comparison with control values (961.6 ± 15.7).

According to clinical practice during the surgery of Parkinson’s disease patients, rigidity was chosen to verify clinical efficacy of STN-HFS. In contrast to other items of the primate rating scale, rigidity can be easily assessed while the non-human primate is placed in a primate chair. In agreement with previous data (Benazzouz et al., 1993), STN-HFS improved contralateral rigidity (median MPTP = 1, range 1–2; median STN-HFS = 0, range 0–1, n = 13, P < 0.05, Wilcoxon-signed rank test) as observed in patients when stimulating the STN during the surgery through micro-electrodes (Benazzouz et al., 2002; Pollak et al., 2002; Filali et al., 2004).

**Stimulation artefact**

The saturation of the recording signal due to the stimulation artefact is a major concern of electrophysiological studies that investigate mechanisms of HFS. This stimulation artefact consists of an interval where the amplifier is saturated and an interval where the recording signal returns to the baseline. In the present study, the complete saturation of the recording signal due to the stimulation artefact was 0.9 ± 0.1 ms, similar to what has been reported for the globus pallidus (GP) (Bar-Gad et al., 2004). It is thus not possible to report
the activity of STN neurons during that period. In most cases, the stimulation artefact was shorter than the duration of the electrical pulse (60 μs) plus an action potential of STN neurons (Bergman et al., 1994). Thus, it seems to be very unlikely that a spike might have been triggered by the stimulus. However, we cannot rule out that some evoked spikes might have been obscured by the artefact in recorded neurons that had a total saturation over 0.9 ms. In 29 of the 43 neurons, the latency of the first detected spike after onset of the stimulus was over 3 ms and in the remainder it was less (Figs 1B, C and 2E). This suggests that (i) the stimulation artefact might not have masked neuronal activity and that (ii) time-locked triggering of recurrent bursts of spikes by the electrical stimulus, as previously described for in vitro STN preparations (Garcia et al., 2003), might not occur in the STN of awake non-human primates.

**STN-HFS decreases firing rate of STN neurons**

STN firing rate in the normal condition was $16.9 \pm 0.9$ spikes/s ($n = 41$) and $19.6 \pm 0.9$ spikes/s ($n = 97$) in the parkinsonian state (Fig. 2A). This difference was not significant ($P > 0.05$). Among all neurons recorded in the stable parkinsonian condition, 43 have been further tested for their response to stimulation. STN-HFS decreased STN firing rate in these neurons from $19.0 \pm 1.5$ spikes/s (pre) to $8.3 \pm 0.9$ spikes/s (Fig. 2B). The adjusted mean firing rate excluding the baseline reduction of the amplifier by the stimulation artefact was $9.3 \pm 1.0$ spikes/s. An overall estimation revealed significant differences between the four conditions (pre, during, post1 and post2; $F_{3,171} = 48.7$, $P < 0.05$; $F_{1,171} = 38.1$, $P < 0.05$ for adjusted mean firing rate). Further post hoc analysis showed a significant decrease in firing rate during HFS (non-adjusted and adjusted) compared with pre, post1 and post2. No significant difference in firing rate was observed when the recordings during HFS were divided in three clusters of 2 min duration each (0–2 min: $9.0 \pm 1.0$ spikes/s; 2–4 min: $8.5 \pm 0.9$ spikes/s; 4–6 min: $7.5 \pm 0.8$ spikes/s, $F_{2,128} = 0.9, P > 0.05$). Values for adjusted mean firing rate were $10.2 \pm 1.2$ spikes/s, $9.6 \pm 1.0$ spikes/s and $8.4 \pm 0.8$ spikes/s, $F_{2,128} = 0.9, P > 0.05$.

The decrease of the mean firing rate of all tested STN neurons resulted from the resetting of the firing probability of STN neurons to virtually zero by each stimulus pulse (Fig. 2C). Subsequently, STN neurons resumed their activity after a mean duration of $2.9 \pm 0.1$ ms and the firing probability returned to baseline values ~7 ms after the onset of the electrical stimulus (last ms before next stimulus: $18.8 \pm 0.3$ spikes/s versus pre: $19.0 \pm 1.5$ spikes/s; Fig. 2C). The recovery of the mean firing probability between two stimuli is represented by a sigmoid function: $f(x) = F_0/[1 + \exp(-k(x-x_0))]$, where $F_0$ is the baseline firing rate, $x$ is the time in seconds, $k = 4.5 \pm 0.6$ ms$^{-1}$ and $x_0 = 4.4 \pm 0.2$ ms.

The mean firing rate was reduced in 37/43 neurons (Fig. 2D). Most of these neurons (23/37) showed a stereotypical response to stimulation consisting of an initial complete inhibition followed by a recovery of firing probability to baseline values before the occurrence of the next stimulus pulse. Two neurons showed baseline activity and seven more neurons showed firing below baseline values just after the end of complete saturation of the recording signal due to the stimulation artefact. In these nine neurons, the maximal inhibition occurred with a certain latency after the end of the stimulus pulse followed by the recovery of firing probability to baseline values (Fig. 2F). One neuron showed a constant reduction of firing rate to 30% of baseline firing rate. The remaining four neurons with reduced mean firing rate during STN-HFS displayed multi-phasic responses consisting of either excitation-inhibition-recovery of baseline firing to baseline values (one neuron) or inhibition-baseline-inhibition-recovery of baseline firing to baseline values (three neurons). STN-HFS did not modify the mean firing rate in 6/43 neurons (Fig. 2D). Interestingly, all of these neurons showed an initial inhibition followed by an excitation, i.e. their firing probability between two electrical stimuli was also represented by a sigmoid function.

**STN-HFS decreases correlated and oscillatory activity**

MPTP treatment increased significantly the number of individual STN neurons with oscillatory activity from 29.3% (12/41) in the normal condition to 64.3% (63/98) in the parkinsonian state (Fig. 3A). The mean frequency of oscillations significantly increased from $5.7 \pm 0.5$ Hz ($n = 15$) in the normal condition to $7.6 \pm 0.3$ Hz ($n = 107$) after MPTP treatment ($P < 0.05$). In the parkinsonian state, STN-HFS decreased the number of individual oscillatory STN neurons [pre: 37.2% (16/43), HFS: 11.6% (5/43), post1: 34.9% (15/43), and post2: 39.5% (17/43), Figs 3B and 4]. This decrease was significant (HFS versus pre, $\chi^2 = 9.1, df = 1, P < 0.05$; HFS versus post1, $\chi^2 = 8.1, df = 1, P < 0.05$; and HFS versus post2, $\chi^2 = 10.1, df = 1, P < 0.05$). In contrast, the mean frequency of individual STN neuron oscillations remained unchanged while performing STN-HFS [pre: $8.3 \pm 0.5$ Hz ($n = 31$), HFS: $7.4 \pm 0.9$ Hz ($n = 7$), post1: $7.6 \pm 0.5$ Hz ($n = 22$), and post2: $8.9 \pm 1.1$ Hz ($n = 28$); $F_{3,27} = 0.6, P > 0.5$]. The analysis of the frequency band showed that oscillatory activity mainly occurred in the theta and alpha frequency band. Accordingly, oscillations in the beta frequency band (14–30 Hz) were absent (0/15) in the normal condition and occurred only in 4.7% (5/107) in the stable parkinsonian state. This difference was not significant ($\chi^2 = 0.0, P > 0.5$). Oscillations in the beta frequency band were not different before, during and after HFS [pre: 6.5% (2/31), HFS: 0% (0/7), post1: 0.0% (0/22), post2: 7.1% (2/28), $P = 1.0$ for HFS versus pre, post1 and post2].

The correlated activity between pairs of STN neurons was not modified by MPTP treatment [normal condition: 12.3% (7/57), MPTP condition: 26.7% (40/150), $\chi^2 = 2.6, df = 1, P > 0.05$, Fig. 3A]. In the parkinsonian state, STN-HFS reduced correlated activity between STN neurons.
This reduction was significant (HFS versus pre, \( \chi^2 = 4.2, df = 1, P < 0.05 \); HFS versus post2, \( \chi^2 = 5.1, df = 1, P < 0.05 \)).

While 5.3% (3/57) of pairs of STN neurons showed oscillatory activity in the normal condition, MPTP treatment significantly increased the number of these pairs to 22.0% (33/150) (\( \chi^2 = 5.1, df = 1, P < 0.05 \), Fig. 3A). The mean oscillatory frequency was 6.3 ± 1.3 Hz (n = 4) in the normal condition and 7.5 ± 0.4 Hz (n = 42) after MPTP treatment, which is not significantly different (P > 0.05). In the parkinsonian state, STN-HFS reduced the abnormal population
oscillatory activity [pre: 12.8% (6/47), HFS: 0.0% (0/47), post1: 4.3% (2/47), and post2: 17.0% (8/47), Figs 3B and 4]. This decrease was significant (HFS versus pre, \( \chi^2 = 4.2, df = 1, P < 0.05 \); HFS versus post2, \( \chi^2 = 6.1, df = 1, P < 0.05 \)). The mean oscillatory frequency was similar between pre, post1 and post2 (pre: 8.5 ± 1.4 Hz (n = 6), post1: 8.2 ± 1.0 Hz (n = 5), post2: 7.3 ± 0.9 Hz (n = 9); \( F_{(2,19)} = 0.4, P > 0.5 \)). A more detailed analysis of the frequency band showed that oscillatory activity mainly occurred in the theta and alpha frequency band. Accordingly, oscillations in the beta frequency band (14–30 Hz) were absent (0/4) in the normal condition and occurred only in 2.4% (1/42) in the stable parkinsonian state. This difference was not significant (\( P = 1.0 \)). Oscillations in the beta frequency band were not different before, during and after HFS [pre: 16.7% (1/6), HFS: 0% (0/0), post1: 0% (0/5), post2: 0.0% (0/9), \( P = 1.0 \) for HFS versus pre, post1 and post2].

Discussion

The present results afforded three main findings. STN-HFS reduced (i) the firing rate of STN neurons, (ii) the oscillatory activity at an individual STN neuron level as well as (iii) the correlated and oscillatory activity between pairs of STN neurons, while contralateral rigidity was improved.

Methodological considerations

We used micro-recordings to determine neuronal activity of STN neurons in relation to STN-HFS with high impedance micro-electrodes. This is different from clinical practice since STN-HFS in Parkinson’s disease patients is applied through implanted macro-electrodes. However, before implantation of these macro-electrodes, the clinical efficacy is tested by stimulation through micro-electrodes that allow the induction of similar clinical effects as macro-electrodes (Benazzouz et al., 2002; Pollak et al., 2002; Filali et al., 2004). Accordingly, STN-HFS through micro-electrodes improved contralateral rigidity in both non-human primates in the present study.

STN-HFS decreases firing rate of STN neurons

MPTP treatment did not significantly modify STN firing rate. This contrasts with previously reported data (Bergman et al., 1994; Bezard et al., 1999). The differences might be due to the fact that in the present study both non-human primates had only moderate parkinsonian symptoms.

As observed in 6-hydroxydopamine-lesioned rats (Benazzouz et al., 2000; Tai et al., 2003) and Parkinson’s disease patients (Filali et al., 2004; Welter et al., 2004) STN-HFS decreased the firing rate of STN neurons. There was no difference in firing rate over time while performing STN-HFS. A decrease in firing rate has also been reported for pallidal neurons while performing HFS of the GP in patients and non-human primates (Boraud et al., 1996; Dostrovsky et al., 2000; Bar-Gad et al., 2004), suggesting that a common mechanism might underlie the inhibition of subthalamic and pallidal neuronal activity.

Dynamics of the recovery of firing rate

One of the key findings of this study is that the decrease of mean firing rate resulted from the resetting of the firing probability of STN neurons to virtually zero by the stimulus pulse (Fig. 2C). If each stimulus resets the firing probability of STN neurons for a certain duration one could speculate that the higher the stimulation frequency the stronger the inhibitory
effect of STN-HFS on firing rate, because of the shortening of the interval between two electrical stimuli. Subsequently, STN neurons resumed their activity after a mean duration of 2.9 ± 0.1 ms and the firing probability returned to baseline values ~7 ms after the onset of the electrical stimulus (Fig. 2C), the recovery of firing probability being represented by a sigmoid function. Thus, the overall decrease of the mean firing rate resulted from the repetition of a dynamical process with a frequency of 130 Hz (interstimulus interval ~7.7 ms), allowing the neuron to fire with its baseline firing rate only for a very short period. This observation confirms the hypothesis that STN-HFS does not impose a depolarizing block on STN neurons (Salin et al., 2002; Tai et al., 2003; Benazzouz et al., 2004; Filali et al., 2004; Welter et al., 2004), there is currently a large amount of speculation whether HFS inhibits or excites STN efferents. In this view Hashimoto et al. (2003) observed in MPTP-lesioned non-human primates that STN-HFS increases the mean firing rate of GPi neurons and modifies the firing pattern from spontaneously irregular into regular, suggesting that stimulation might excite STN neurons or STN efferents that project to GPi. In support of this idea it has been shown that STN-HFS enhances the concentration of extracellular glutamate in the SNr of normal rats (the main basal ganglia output nucleus in rodents) (Windels et al., 2000), but no modification of extracellular glutamate levels has been observed in the SNr in a rat model of Parkinson’s disease.

Mechanisms of STN-HFS

Although STN-HFS is believed to inhibit the activity of STN neurons (Salin et al., 2002; Tai et al., 2003; Benazzouz et al., 2004; Filali et al., 2004; Welter et al., 2004), there is currently a large amount of speculation whether HFS inhibits or excites STN efferents. In this view Hashimoto et al. (2003) observed in MPTP-lesioned non-human primates that STN-HFS increases the mean firing rate of GPi neurons and modifies the firing pattern from spontaneously irregular into regular, suggesting that stimulation might excite STN neurons or STN efferents that project to GPi. In support of this idea it has been shown that STN-HFS enhances the concentration of extracellular glutamate in the SNr of normal rats (the main basal ganglia output nucleus in rodents) (Windels et al., 2000), but no modification of extracellular glutamate levels has been observed in the SNr in a rat model of Parkinson’s disease.
A recent study that investigated the effects of STN-HFS on the activity of SNr neurons might provide the key for the understanding of these results (Maurice et al., 2003). The authors observed a decrease in SNr activity while STN-HFS was performed with lower intensity and an increase of SNr activity while the STN was stimulated at higher intensity, suggesting that a combination of distinct effects on somatic and axonal activity might occur above a certain threshold. A model-based analysis was used to assess further if such a combination of distinct effects on cell soma and axon could explain the paradoxical experimental results (McIntyre et al., 2004). The authors observed that subthreshold stimulation for direct activation of thalamocortical relay neurons suppressed intrinsic firing activity through activation of presynaptic terminals. In contrast, supra-threshold stimulation suppressed the intrinsic firing in the soma, but generated efferent output at the stimulus frequency in the axon (McIntyre et al., 2004).

Taken together, this suggests that STN-HFS might decrease the activity of STN neurons by exciting presynaptic GABAergic afferent fibres and increase the activity of GPi neurons by exciting postsynaptic glutamatergic efferent fibres. Our data provide an additional argument supporting the hypothesis that STN-HFS excites presynaptic GABAergic axon terminals: (i) in 10/43 neurons the inhibition of neuronal activity occurred with a latency after the end of the stimulus artefact (Figs 1B, 2E and F) that complies with those of GABAergic inhibitory postsynaptic currents (Edwards et al., 1990) and (ii) the recovery kinetics of the firing rate after each stimulus pulse are also in line with such a mechanism. Since slice preparations are disconnected from their GABAergic axonal inputs, this hypothesis would also reconcile the results of an in vitro study showing a time-locked triggering of recurrent bursts of spikes by the electrical stimulus (García et al., 2003).

**Impact of STN-HFS on correlated and oscillatory activity**

While MPTP treatment increased oscillatory activity at an individual STN neuron level, the amount of correlated activity between pairs of STN neurons remained unchanged. However, when separating correlated non-oscillatory and oscillatory activity between these pairs increased oscillatory activity could be detected. Changes in oscillatory activity between normal and MPTP-lesioned conditions were mainly observed in the theta and alpha frequency band, while MPTP treatment induced only a small non-significant increase in oscillatory activity in the beta frequency band. This contrasts with the results of different studies that recorded local field potentials or unit activity in human STN (Brown et al., 2001; Levy et al., 2000, 2002a; Williams et al., 2002; Kühn et al., 2004), which suggest that increased oscillatory activity in the beta frequency band might be an important feature of Parkinson’s disease. However, beta band oscillatory activity seems not to be a significant feature of the parkinsonian syndrome in MPTP-lesioned non-human primates, in which oscillations occur mainly at lower frequencies (Bergman et al., 1994; Nini et al., 1995; Raz et al., 1996, 2000, 2001; Heimer et al., 2002; Bar-Gad et al., 2004; Goldberg et al., 2004).

The present results provide new evidence that STN-HFS reduces abnormal oscillatory activity at an individual STN neuron level as well as correlated and abnormal oscillatory activity between pairs of STN neurons. Consequently, this could result in a reduction of abnormal oscillatory activity in the cortex–basal ganglia–cortex network. The recent finding that STN-HFS decreases abnormal oscillatory local field potential activity in human GPi further supports this hypothesis (Brown et al., 2004). Since abnormal synchronized oscillatory activity in the STN and GPi of MPTP-lesioned non-human primates and Parkinson’s disease patients has been further related to symptoms of the illness (Bergman et al., 1994; Nini et al., 1995; Levy et al., 2000, 2002a, b; Raz et al., 2000; Brown et al., 2001; Williams et al., 2002; Brown, 2003; Silverstein et al., 2003; Kühn et al., 2004), the present data support the hypothesis that a reduction of abnormal synchronized oscillatory activity could underlie clinical efficacy of STN-HFS.

Initially, the resetting of STN neuron firing probability by the electrical stimulus (Fig. 2C) would rather be expected to increase synchronized oscillatory activity between pairs of STN neurons. However, this reset occurred with a period of 7.7 ms, which is much shorter than the observed period of the oscillations (~8 Hz, period ~125 ms) and beyond the bandwidth of our analysis (2–100 Hz). Moreover, assuming the resetting of firing rate to be the consequence of a transient GABAergic inhibition, different recovery periods of STN...
neurons might delay the appearance of synchronized oscillations, particularly if they are not generated locally.

Conclusion

Although the underlying mechanisms of action remain to be clarified, our study provides new evidence that STN-HFS decreases abnormal oscillatory activity in the STN. Consequently, this could result in a reduction of abnormal oscillatory activity in the whole cortex–basal ganglia–cortex network. Since abnormal synchronized oscillations are supposed to be at least partially at the origin of parkinsonism, the reduction of oscillatory activity might be as important as the impact on firing rate for the beneficial effects of STN-HFS.
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